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1.0
1.

Introduction
This statement of evidence to was prepared under instruction from Equipe Lawyers on behalf of the
owner of the site. I have been asked to comment on the heritage considerations associated with
Amendment C318 to the Boroondara Planning Scheme, in relation to the property at 28 Leonard Street,
Deepdene.

2.

By way of background in 2014, Built Heritage Pty Ltd prepared the Balwyn and Balwyn North Heritage
Study (incorporating Deepdene and Greythorn) for the City of Boroondara. This study identified the
subject site as a ‘priority 3’ place indicating a ‘place of some interest, may be considered for an individual
Heritage Overlay in the future’. Council did not adopt this study, however in March 2017, Council resolved
to undertake a peer review of it, engaging Context Pty Ltd to undertake a review and investigation of the
longlist of potential heritage places produced by this initial report.

3.

Amendment C318 of the Boroondara Planning Scheme seeks to implement the recommendations of this
peer review, the Balwyn Heritage Peer Review Stage 2, Background Report and apply an individual
Heritage Overlay to the subject site. Under the proposed amendment no external paint, internal alteration
controls or tree controls will apply. The site is subject to an interim Heritage Overlay, with an expiry date
of 26 November 2020.

4.

My instructions are to prepare an expert report considering the heritage significance of the place and
whether a permanent heritage control should be applied.

5.

It is noted that the owner of the property has submitted several objections to Council since 2017,
expressing their concern with the proposed Heritage Overlay. They engaged heritage consultant David
Wixted in 2018 to provide a professional opinion as part of two of these formal objections.

6.

This statement was prepared with assistance from Sally Beaton of my office. The views expressed are
my own.

7.

I note that there is no private or business relationship between myself and the party(s) for whom this
report is prepared other than that associated with the preparation of this statement and associated
advice on heritage issues.

2.0
8.

Sources of Information
The analysis below draws upon an external inspection of the site and a review of the Amendment C318
documentation, which included a citation for the site, completed as part of Balwyn Heritage Peer Review
Stage 2, Background Report.

9.

Regard has been had for earlier heritage studies including the Balwyn and Balwyn North Heritage Study
(incorporating Deepdene and Greythorn), which first identified the subject site as a potential place of
heritage interest.
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10.

3.0
11.

Other documents referred to include:
§

Submissions to Council in relation to Amendment C318 made by, and on behalf of, the owner,
June Mckenzie

§

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Plan, 1927

§

Urban Planning Special Committee - Meeting minutes from 2 September 2019

§

Urban Planning Special Committee – Meeting minutes from 17 February 2020

§

Practice Note 1: Applying the Heritage Overlay (August 2018)

§

Guide to Expert Evidence (April 2019).

Author Qualifications
A statement of my qualifications and experience with respect to urban conservation issues is appended
to this report. Note that I have provided expert witness evidence on similar matters before the VCAT,
Panels Victoria, the Heritage Council and the Building Appeals Board on numerous occasions in the
past, and have been retained in such matters variously by municipal councils, owners, developers and
objectors to planning proposals.

4.0
12.

Declaration
I declare that I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate, and that no matters
of significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Panel.

BRYCE RAWORTH
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5.0
13.

Brief History and Description
A detailed history of the development and subdivision of Leonard Street and surrounds was prepared as
part of the citation in the Balwyn Heritage Peer Review Stage 2, Background Report. In summary, the
area that in part comprises Leonard Street, Terry Street and May Street, which each run north-south
between Whitehorse Road and Gordon Street, was created as part of the Cotham Estate subdivision,
with sites auctioned off in late 1884. According to auction advertisements at the time, the land was
being subdivided in anticipation of the Outer Circle Railway, where a station was planned for Cotham
Road.

Figure 1

14.

Auctioneer notice dated October 4th 1884, indicating residential lots to the east side of
Leonard Street, both sides of Terry Street and the west side of May Street were available
for purchase within the Cotham Estate.

In the 1880s, the Cotham Estate was one of several large subdivisions anticipated around Whitehorse
Road (known then as Cotham Road), with a railway station, as part of the Outer Circle Line, proposed
near the Burke Road intersection1. These estates included the Cotham Estate (1884), incorporating
Leonard Street, Terry Street and May Street, the Cotham Hill Estate (1888), incorporating Reid Street
and Bevan Street – south east of the subject site, Cotham Road/Kew Vale Estate (c.1888), which was
proposed between the west side and Leonard Street and the eastern end of Kitchener Street, but
appears to have never been realised. While many local property speculators at this time publicised the
opening of the Outer Circle Railway line in their advertisements, construction of the line did not
commence until 1888 and was not finished until 18912.

1
2
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Figure 2

15.

(left) Cotham Road Estate, c.1888 and right, Cotham Hill Estate, c.1888. These
subdivisions were advertised as being close to new stations along the Outer Circle
Railway line.

According to the citation, the subject site, the adjacent lot to the north, and two lots to the east (fronting
Terry Street), were purchased c.1887 by James Brown (dairyman) with a timber house constructed on
the subject site by c.1888. Despite early speculation of residential subdivision within the Cotham Estate,
by 1905, only eight houses were listed within the subdivision, four in Leonard Street and four in Terry
Street (Sands and McDougall 1905). Note, May Street is not listed in the Sands and McDougall directories
until the early twentieth century.

16.

By 1927 when the below MMBW detail drawing was produced, most allotments along Leonard, Terry
and May Streets had dwellings occupying them. The MMBW detail plan for the area shows that the
subject site continued to occupy a double frontage, with the land to the north vacant. The land to the
east, which faced Terry Street, remained vacant, with the citation suggesting that this vacant land was
used as a paddock.

Figure 3
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Extract of 1927 MMBW detail plan. It shows the subject dwelling, ‘Mararoa’, occupied a
lot with a double frontage to Leonard Street.
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Figure 4
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MMBW detail plan No. 2955, from 1927, highlights the extent of development in the area
to that time, with the subject site highlighted.
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17.

It is noted that in an early version of the Balwyn Heritage Peer Review Stage 2, Background Report,
provided to owners of affected properties as part of preliminary consultation, the property was identified
as a ‘farmhouse’, as a result of its apparent early connection with James Brown. Council have accepted
the submissions of the owner that the identification of the dwelling as a farmhouse was misleading and
incorrect and amended the citation and proposed statement of significance prior to exhibition.

18.

At present, the subject site contains a modest single storey double fronted Victorian timber dwelling.
The west facing facade is finished with timber block (to emulate ashlar stonework), with the north and
south elevations in standard weatherboard. The hipped and gabled roof is clad in corrugated iron and
punctuated by two rendered chimneys. The return timber framed verandah comprises a timber floor and
sub floor, timber verandah posts and a corrugated iron roof. The eaves to the facade have curved timber
brackets, providing some visual interest. The central timber door has leadlighting to the door itself as
well as its toplights and sidelights. The door is flanked to each side by simple double hung, timber
framed sash windows.

19.

The house appears to have originally been a double fronted Victorian weatherboard cottage with a
verandah to the front elevation only. Toward the rear of the northern elevation, where the verandah now
terminates, is a gable roofed, weatherboard addition of a single room width. This addition is of early
provenance, appearing in the 1927 MMBW detail plan (Figures 3 and 4). The citation states that the
value of the property increased from £18 to £35 between 1912 and 1915, which suggests this addition
may have been constructed around that time. In any case, the interior condition and the plan form of
this part of the building confirm it as an addition to the original structure.

20.

The garden is modestly landscaped, with a red brick path from the street to the verandah. A low timber
picket fence of modern construction complements the dwelling. The overall character of the house is
simple and conventional for a timber dwelling of its period, albeit with the twentieth century change of
the side gable addition and the return verandah to that side.

21.

While the verandah is sympathetic in appearance, it is of simplified detailing and, as shown in the below
photographs, is non-original. It is noted that the current owners purchased the property in 1979 and
have completed various works to the whole of the property during their ownership. The current timber
framed verandah, including roof, frame, posts, floor and subfloor, was constructed c.1993.

22.

In addition to documented changes to the verandah, the lead lighting to the central entry is non original,
having been inserted to the facade by the current owners.

23.

With regards for context, the property is surrounded by mid to late 20th century residential development,
with nearby properties containing single and double storey dwellings of no heritage interest.
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Figure 5

The subject site, 28 Leonard Street, Deepdene, c.1979.

Figure 6

The subject site, pictured in 2020, is a single storey, double fronted Victorian
timber dwelling.
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Figure 7

The subject site c.1979. The return verandah and gabled envelope extending to
the north likely date to the early 20th century.

Figure 8

Looking toward the northern elevation and addition. The timber verandah posts
differ to those pictured in 1979, as is evident in later figures.
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Figure 9

The subject site, c.1979. Note, to the south side of the verandah is a partition
wall, no longer extant. Note also the chimney to the adjoining Victorian house,
since demolished.

Figure 10

Subject site c1979. Note there appears to be no side leadlighting to the door.
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Figure 11

The timber verandah c.1979. The timber verandah posts pictured were
replaced c.1993 when the verandah was rebuilt with new materials.

Figure 12

The current verandah dates to c.1993.
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Figure 13

The verandah c.1979. Note the timber posts.

Figure 14

The current timber verandah is speculative, albeit, sympathetic to the Victorian
character.
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Figure 15

The timber appears to be in a good condition, despite dating to the early 90s.

Figure 16

Modern stained glass panels to the front door (image taken internally).
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Figure 17

Rear of the dwelling. The gable extension to the right of picture is readily visible
in the roof form.

Figure 18

The dweling is enclosed behind a modern, but sympathetic timber picket fence.
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Figure 19

6.0
24.

The property, as viewed from the south east.

Heritage Status
The subject site is not included on the Victorian Heritage Register. The dwelling is also not classified as
a place of local significance by the National Trust of Australia (Victoria).

25.

The site is subject to an interim heritage control, which at present expires 26 November 2020.

26.

No external paint controls, internal alteration controls or tree controls apply as a result of this interim
control, nor are they proposed for the permanent overlay.
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Figure 20

27.

The subject site is proposed to have an individual Heritage Overlay, identified
as HO877.

The documents exhibited by the City of Boroondara in support of Amendment C318 included a citation
by Context Pty Ltd, containing a Statement of Significance for the property, which is reproduced below:
What is Significant?
‘Mararoa’, 28 Leonard Street, Deepdene, built in c.1889 for James Brown as a dairy house, is
significant.
The front fence is not significant. The two-storey studio and pergola, constructed at the rear of
the property in 1986 and 1990 respectively, are not significant.
How is it significant?
‘Mararoa’ is of local historical significance to the City of Boroondara.
Why is it significant?
Historically, ‘Mararoa’ is a rare example of nineteenth-century development in Deepdene
(formerly Balwyn) prior to the opening of the Outer Circle railway line and accompanying
suburban subdivision. Built c.1889 on the Cotham Estate (1884), there are only a few houses that
survive largely intact from this period in the Deepdene/Balwyn area. Its nineteenth-century origins
are demonstrated by its intact Victorian-era form, including its M-hipped roof and return
verandah, and details such as Italianate-style chimneys and block-fronted façade (Criterion A and
B).

28.

The property was previously identified as part of the draft Balwyn and Balwyn North Heritage Study
(incorporating Deepdene and Greythorn) as being a ‘Priority 3’, indicating it was ‘a place of some interest,
and it may be considered for an individual HO in the future’. The Priority 3 grading was, however,
indicative that it was not an immediately obvious candidate for listing and that other places were
considered more significant and a higher priority.
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29.

Relatively close to the subject site are five buildings that are cited as comparators, ‘Canonbury’ at 9
Barnsbury Road, Balwyn, ‘Colongulac’ at 11 Luena Road, Balwyn North, 192 Doncaster Road, Balwyn
North, 224 Belmore Road, Balwyn North and 17 & 19 King Street Balwyn. These buildings appear to be
cited as comparators because they are identified as pre-1901 houses in the Balwyn/Deepdene area.

30.

The citation uses the dwellings at 9 Barnsbury Road, Balwyn and 11 Luena Road, Balwyn North as the
primary comparative examples, and while the author(s) acknowledge that the subject site is a ‘modest
example’ when compared to the detail present on these two, other than all three having been constructed
during in the late 19th century, these two comparative buildings have distinctive character and detail
that stands out as being unusual and are both of a very different order of significance to the subject site.

31.

The remaining three comparative examples provided in the citation (192 Doncaster Road, 224 Belmore
Road and 17 & 19 King Street) were identified as part of the Balwyn and Balwyn North Heritage Study
(incorporating Deepdene and Greythorn).

The citation for the subject site states that these three

examples were recommended for the Heritage Overlay, however it is noted that they were gazetted in
July 2019 as part of Amendment C276 and each of them are now subject to individual Heritage Overlays.
32.

Accepting that these three examples are included within the Heritage Overlay, the following comments
can be made about these examples and how they compare to the subject site.

33.

The dwelling at 192 Doncaster Road is an 1856 stone house and is identified as being likely to be the
earliest surviving house in Balwyn. The subject site does not share these qualities and is of less interest.

34.

The house at 224 Belmore Road is a finely detailed brick villa that appears to be substantially intact. The
subject site does not display any notable details and appears to be less intact.

35.

The houses at 17 & 19 King Street are similar to the subject site in terms of character, however these
buildings appear to be of more interest than the subject site owing to a greater extent of detailing, and
because they are a pair.
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7.0
36.

Discussion
The recognised criteria for the assessment of heritage values of a heritage places, as set out in Practice
Note 1: Applying the Heritage Overlay (August 2018), are as follows:
Criterion A: Importance to the course or pattern of our cultural or natural history (historical
significance).
Criterion B: Possession of uncommon rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural
history (rarity).
Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural
or natural history (research potential).
Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or
natural places or environments (representativeness).
Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics (aesthetic significance).
Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a
particular period (technical significance).
Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social,
cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as
part of their continuing and developing cultural traditions (social significance).
Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of
importance in our -history (associative significance).

37.

At present, to be identified as a place of local significance sufficient to warrant application of the Heritage
Overlay, a place should meet one or more of the above criteria to a degree that meets a threshold level
of local significance. This is to say, the criteria in question should be met not just in a simple or generic
manner, but to a degree that is better than many or most other examples at a local level, or to a degree
that is comparable to other examples that are subject to the Heritage Overlay.

38.

The Advisory Committee Report: Review of Heritage Provisions in Planning Schemes (August 2007)
provided guidance from some of its leading experts on the question of establishing a threshold of
significance. The committee recognised that establishing whether a place is of heritage value is not
merely a question of applying a blanket rule based on a place’s age or period of construction. The
committee defined a threshold with the clear intention of sifting places worthy of protection from a
potentially large field of places that may be of a particular period or class but are nonetheless not
sufficiently important to be controlled, as:
Essentially a ‘threshold’ is the level of cultural significance that a place must have before it can
be recommended for inclusion in the planning scheme. The question to be answered is ‘Is the
place of sufficient import that its cultural values should be recognised in the planning scheme
and taken into account in decision-making?’ Thresholds are necessary to enable a smaller group
of places with special architectural values, for example, to be selected out for listing from a group
of perhaps hundreds of places with similar architectural values.3

3
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39.

The case in this instance for recommending a site-specific Heritage Overlay be adopted is predicated
on the view that the dwelling is of local historical significance, and is rare to the City of Boroondara
(Criteria A and B).

40.

The subject dwelling however has very limited significance to the City of Boroondara with regards for its
historical values. Furthermore, while the dwelling is one of a few remaining late 19th timber cottages
within Deepdene, as will be discussed, rarity, in and of itself is not a sufficient reason for a modest timber
dwelling to be elevated to an individual Heritage Overlay.

41.

A brief report to Council provided by David Wixted, Conservation Architect of Heritage Alliance, on behalf
of the owner of the subject site (dated 18 January 2018), noted the following:
My own viewing of this place indicates that the house is Edwardian in appearance and carries
over some of the details of Victorian era buildings – not unusual in itself. According to the Sands
and McDougall postal directories, the person who initially lived here appears in the directories in
the period 1910-15 and this is consistent with the house’s architectural appearance.
I note that the subdivisions which created the closer settlement land blocks were set up for the
auctions happening over several weekends during October- November 1884.
Directories also reveal that throughout the years to 1920 the street was sparsely settled but
between 1920-25 the population suddenly grew to the point where many houses had been built
and occupied and street numbers applied to the houses.
The MMBW plan of 1927 indicates that even by then not all land had been occupied by houses
and the number of occupied properties made sanitation, an important piece of infrastructure,
viable to supply.
While the Cotham Estate was surveyed for purchase in 1883-84, it appears that an actual
blooming of residential occupation took a further 40 years to occur. No 28 was developed more
than 25 years after the initial land sales. As a result, No 28 is neither an early house in the estate,
nor a farmhouse. The occupant, Thomas Bowers was a plumber and the house, being built on a
double block, had an adjacent yard and a stable to the rear of the house and an exit ROW along
the north fence. The northside fenced enclosure shown in the MMBW plan is likely to be for the
horse.
[…]
In overview my submission is that there is nothing of great moment attributable to the architecture
of the house nor its history. In many ways it is typical of an Edwardian House albeit developed
on a slightly larger piece of ground. That fact however seems to have no bearing on the house
as it stands today. Changes have been made at the rear and there are more minor modifications
at the frontage.
The house which once stood to the south (and shown in the MMBW plan) can be interpreted as
a similar timber Edwardian house and the house below that looks to be late 1920s through the
placement of the verandah. The house below that again at No 22 is a reasonably intact Federation
style house albeit in poor condition. I note that comparisons have been made with various
architectural features of this house and other places – and that seems to be on the basis that
there are few others to make comparisons with but this is not of itself attributing singular
importance to this house.
I also believe there is nothing locatable that would suggest there is anything of historical or social
significance or association with a person of note. The longest occupant and initial owner was a
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plumber. Overall this is a timber house previously on a double land block, not associated with the
original land sales but built many years later.
I should also point out that the proposal to include this place as a single heritage overlay within
the BPS is fraught with the issue of whether it is outstanding enough to meet the Planning
Practice Note on heritage -PPNo1. Including the place within a precinct of similar places may
have been more appropriate but now there is no opportunity for this. No group of similar timber
period houses exists and as already stated this house is not associated with the early subdivision
of the Cotham Subdivision.
42.

A further letter of advice to Council provided by David Wixted on behalf of the owner (dated 3 December
2019), noted the following, inter alia:
Aside from the imposition of the heritage overlay in general terms, the owner disputes whether
this place should be included as an individual heritage place in the planning scheme.
The main issues contested centre on:
Associative–Historical issues; the Browns who originally owned this property but apparently
never lived there appear to have bought this site and had a house constructed possibly for
investment purposes. However the actual cause or reason for their ownership has never been
discovered as it does not appear via any directory or newspaper research to have been informally
or formally used for a cattle related or other money making activity.
Architectural: This house is Italianate in style, a style particularly focused on by architects after
Queen Victoria’s house on the Isle of Wight was built (1845-51). Like many of this style there are
actually very few markers on the house itself. On this house some are also missing.
Rarity: Many houses were built in Melbourne in this style, indeed a vast number of houses. While
there are few of these houses in the vicinity, this claim may be too narrowly focussed.
Comparative: The comparisons given are a hangover from the previous iteration of this house’s
statement of history where-in it was said to be a farmhouse. Mostly the comparisons do not apply
and are irrelevant to this house.
One of the clearest cases of comparison is at 12 Power Street nearby. This house was claimed
to be a farmhouse for a well-known farming family and to have intactness. It is near identical in
circumstance (date/style/material/orientation/use/layout etc) to 28 Leonard Street.
The panel determined not to include this house in the Planning Scheme.
As an overview it is contested that there is sufficient depth in support of the heritage criteria for
inclusion in Planning Scheme.
[…]

43.

Accepting that Mr Wixted wrote his first report to Council (January 2018), prior to the citation having
been completed, I concur with the views put forward by him and with his general view that the threshold
of local significance is not satisfied.

44.

While the dwelling can be seen to possess some generic degree of local historical interest (Criterion A)
as an early house in the Deepdene area, it is questionable whether this meets a threshold level of
significance at a local level that in itself warrants the dwelling being identified under a site-specific
Heritage Overlay.
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45.

In the UPSC meeting minutes dated 17 February 2020, in response to David Wixted’s December 2019
letter, Council officers states the following:
The house’s architectural significance is not the basis for its identification of heritage significance.
However, the house does retain the following ‘markers’ of the Italianate style: a pair of cementrendered chimneys, with moulded, Italianate cornices, stop-chamfered posts to the front section
and north side return of the verandah, block-fronted façade to simulate blocks of stonework and
timber- bracketed eaves to the principal (west) façade. Therefore, it retains sufficient integrity and
remains legible as one of few surviving nineteenth-century dwellings in the area, and the only
surviving example in the Cotham Estate. In this manner, its physical fabric demonstrates its
historical significance (under Criterion A, as set out in the statement of significance).

46.

It is accepted that the dwelling’s symmetrical block fronted facade, timber framed verandah and Mprofile hipped roof identify the dwellings Victorian provenance and character, but they are typical and
unremarkable qualities associated with an ordinary Victorian house and do not demonstrate in any strong
sense nineteenth century development in Deepdene, other than demonstrating it is a one of a few
remaining older buildings in the area. Victorian Italianate-style dwellings are relatively common within the
wider Boroondara municipality and the house should be seen as a typical building type that contributes
very little that is unusual or unknown to any understanding of the development of the area and
municipality. There are fair better examples elsewhere within the municipality.

47.

Further to this, it is unclear in the citation whether the author(s) have identified that the verandah is
original, partially reconstructed, or typical of nineteenth century form, whilst being of modern materiality.
It is commented in the body of the citation, under History, that it appears to have been reworked, while
under Description and Integrity, the following is said ‘All posts, to the front section and the north side
return of the verandah, have the same chamfered form, typical of nineteenth century, suggesting that this
is its original extent’, with further comment in this section stating a like-for-like replacement of the
verandah floor appears to have occurred. The statement of significance then seemingly references it as
an intact element, though it is acknowledged the statement could be referring to the general form being
typical of nineteenth century development, rather than the materiality itself. As described in Section 5,
while the verandah is sympathetic to the Victorian form of the house, it is a simplified speculative
reconstruction, completed in the early 1990s – a high degree of value should not be attributed to it
without knowing its original appearance.

48.

The subdivision history of the Cotham Estate, and the opening of the Outer Circle Railway line is broadly
relevant to an understanding of the history and timeline of development within the area. However, the
relationship between the layout of the subdivision, construction of the house and the opening of the
Outer Circle Railway should not be considered significant to the order suggested in the citation. While it
was more typical in the late 19th and early 20th centuries for subdivisions to be laid out after public
transport links were introduced, this dwelling is not in any obvious sense to be more highly valued
because it was constructed prior to the Outer Circle Railway opening. As highlighted in Section 5, a
number of subdivisions around Whitehorse Road at the time promoted the opening of the Outer Circle
Railway line as incentive to purchase, and the Cotham Estate should not be considered anymore
historically significant than these and other land subdivisions that occurred in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.
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49.

A building of this generic level of historical interest might be considered to be of contributory value if
found in the context of a heritage precinct, however no precinct control is proposed, and it would not be
warranted along this portion of Leonard Street.

50.

In terms of rarity (Criterion B), Council are relying on the premise that there are few dwellings which
remain in the Deepdene/Balwyn area which pre-date the opening of the Outer Circle railway (1891). In
response to David Wixted objection on behalf of the owners objections, (17 February 2020 UPSC
meeting minutes) state:
…for the purposes of the Peer Review, the suburbs of Balwyn, Balwyn North and Deepdene were
considered the minimal scope for comparative analysis to establish local significance. Rarity
applies to places that have always been rare as well as those that once were common but are
now rare. Since 28 Leonard Street survives as one of only five houses that were built in the
Cotham Estate in the period before the Outer Circle Railway was opened in 1891, and now, little
else survives to demonstrate this particular phase of development of Deepdene’s (and Balwyn’s)
history, rarity is considered to apply. 28 Leonard Street is also considered rare in the wider study
area. While there are more nineteenth-century houses in Balwyn overall, many are no longer
intact. Therefore, 28 Leonard Street is rare in demonstrating a class of place that was once
common, but now few intact examples remain.

51.

While there may be few examples of Victorian cottages within Deepdene, there are numerous examples
of timber houses of similar, but more substantial quality, to the subject building in the wider Boroondara
municipality. The dwelling also does not display unusual features, that are not widely replicated, that
would elevate its status to the level required to support the application of an individual Heritage Overlay.
Moreover, it is an established principle in assessment of such places by Panels that, unless the building
had heritage significance prior to becoming rare, rarity, in itself, does not necessarily mean the building
should be considered significant.

52.

The issue of rarity was discussed in the Panel report for Bayside Planning Amendment C29 (2):
The application guidelines for Criteria for the Register of the National Estate note this criterion
[B2 – rarity] relates to rare activities, not just the lack of example of a type due to historical attrition.
The Panel understands that in some cases a building may be a rare surviving example but unless
such a building had heritage significance prior to becoming rare, rarity of itself will not necessarily
translate to cultural heritage significance.4

53.

As mentioned above, the Cotham Estate subdivision and the opening of the Outer Circle Railway line
are of general interest to the history of the area, but a modest and typical individual house should not be
considered rare to a threshold degree of significance just because it is one of the only remaining
examples.

54.

It is noted from the MMBW detail plan of 1927 that the area was reasonably well developed by this time,
with a mix of Victorian, Edwardian and interwar houses present. The entire area has been gradually
redeveloped over the subsequent decades with only a few remanent dwellings still in existence.
Examples include 11, 12 and 19 Terry Street, 4 and 24 May Street, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 17 Kitchener Street,

4
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Amendment C29 Part 2 Bayside Planning Scheme (Heritage Overlay) Report of a Panel (January 2004), pp.19-20.
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6 and 12 Haig Street, 6, 8 and 10 Creswick Street, 11 Pretoria Street, and 17 and 23 Bennett Street.
While it is acknowledged that these dwellings are largely of Edwardian and interwar origin, and that they
are in varying degrees of intactness, these remaining early 20th century dwellings would not necessarily
be considered important simply because they are amongst the few early buildings in the area that exist.
Indeed, most of them are not being put forward for heritage controls on that basis. This said, 6 Kitchener
Street is subject to an existing control, HO389, and 8 Kitchener Street is proposed for a Heritage Overlay
under Amendment C318. Each of these latter two sites is an Edwardian period dwelling.
55.

Within the broader Boroondara municipality, there are other more intact, architecturally impressive, and
aesthetically pleasing examples of Victorian weatherboard/timber dwellings already listed on the
Boroondara Planning Scheme, a number of which are already included with Heritage Overlay Precincts
such as those discussed below.

56.

Rathmines Grove Precinct, Hawthorn East (HO160):
Rathmines Grove Precinct, Hawthorn East, is an area of heritage significance for the following
reasons:
§
The place is a highly intact, single storey, Victorian timber precinct of generally single-fronted
houses with timber block fronted front walls, and cast iron verandahs.
§

The place is associated with the large mansions along Harcourt Street and illustrates the flowon effect of early mansion house construction on the type of development in the surrounding
area. The dwellings along Rathmines Grove were originally developed as small servicing
quarters for these mansions.

Figure 21
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Rathmines Grove Precinct, HO160
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Figure 22

11 Rathmines Grove, Hawthorn. This dwelling is graded contributory within the
Rathmines Grove Precinct.

Figure 23

14 (left) and 16 (right) Rathmines Grove, Hawthorn. These two dwellings are
graded contributory within the Rathmines Grove Precinct.
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57.

The Central Gardens Precinct, Hawthorn:
The Central Gardens Precinct, Hawthorn, is an area of heritage significance for the following
reasons:
§
The place is characterised by modest Victorian brick and timber workers’ houses (either
attached or detached), most dating from the 1880s and 1890s, some of which were
constructed to accommodate employees working at the newly constructed railway terminal
adjacent to Auburn Road. Later housing within the area includes interesting examples of
small scale and duplex Bungalow variants.
§

p. 25

The place includes the Central Gardens parkland, demonstrating the practice of providing
municipal facilities in areas of workers’ housing.

Figure 24

HO146, Central Gardens Precinct.

Figure 25

13 Henry Street, Hawthorn. This double fronted timber dwelling is graded
contributory within the Central Gardens Precinct.
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Figure 26

39 (left) and 41 (right) Henry Street, Hawthorn. These double fronted timber
Victorian dwellings are graded contributory within the Central Gardens precinct.

Figure 27

1-7 Falmouth Street, Hawthorn. These single storey, single fronted timber
Victorian dwellings are graded contributory within the Central Gardens precinct.
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58.

West Hawthorn Precinct, Hawthorn (HO220):
The West Hawthorn Precinct, Hawthorn, is an area of heritage significance for the following
reasons:
§
The place is a large and varied concentration of brick and timber Victorian worker’s cottages
and modest residences. Connell and Mason Streets have a good proportion of brick
residences, while College, Fashoda, Spencer Streets have a higher concentration of timber
workers’ cottages.

p. 27

§

The place is representative of the growth of Hawthorn as a Victorian garden suburb from
1856-1900, particularly the use of the garden suburb ideal through the incorporation of
parkland in order to improve the amenity of workers housing.

§

The precinct also includes a mix of late Federation and interwar houses and flats.

Figure 28

Part of HO220, the West Hawthorn Precinct, Hawthorn.

Figure 29

50 O’Connell Street, Hawthorn. This double fronted timber Victorian dwelling is
graded contribtory within the West Hawthorn Precinct.
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Figure 30

64 O’Connell Street, Hawthorn. This double fronted timber Victorian dwelling is
graded contribtory within the West Hawthorn Precinct.

Figure 31

37 and 39 O’Connell Street, Hawthorn. These two double fronted timber
dwellings are graded contirbtory within the West Hawthorn Precinct.
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59.

In addition, below are a small number of examples that are subject to individual Heritage Overlay controls
including 52 Fellows Street, Kew (HO563), 71 Liddiard Street, Hawthorn (HO82) and 72 Peel Street, Kew
(HO333), each of which is a finer example of the idiom to that of the subject site and thus identified as
having aesthetic significance.

p. 29

Figure 32

72 Peel Street, Kew, which is subject to an individual Heritage Overlay, HO333.

Figure 33

52 Fellows Street, Kew, which is subject to an individual Heritage Overlay,
HO563.
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Figure 34

60.

71 Liddiard Street, Hawthorn, which is subject to an individual Heritage
Overlay, HO82.

Of course, it is possible to look beyond weatherboard buildings in the consideration of Italianate Victorian
residences in Boroondara, and it is evident that there is an extraordinary number of masonry buildings
of this period and character within Kew, Hawthorn, Camberwell and Balwyn.

61.

As described in Section 6, relatively close to the subject site are a number of properties that are cited as
comparators, ‘Canonbury’ at 9 Barnsbury Road, Balwyn, ‘Colongulac’ at 11 Luena Road, Balwyn North,
192 Doncaster Road, Balwyn North, 224 Belmore Road, Balwyn North and 17 & 19 King Street Balwyn.
These buildings appear to be cited as comparators because they are identified as pre-1901 houses in
the Balwyn/Deepdene area. Each of these comparators is a more substantial building, displaying more
complexity to their design and decorative detailing that are markers of an ‘Italianate house’ of the period,
as opposed to the very modest single storey double fronted Victorian dwelling occupying the subject
site.

62.

As an aside, it is noted that these buildings were also referenced in the citation in relation to 12 Power
Street which was proposed for a heritage control in Amendment C263 Part 2. In that instance the Panel
found that the place was not of the significance identified by the associated study (Criterion A, B, D and
H), and did not warrant the proposed heritage overlay control. Extracts of the Panels discussions and
conclusions, are as follows:
Criteria A:
Based on the historical material in the citation for 12 Power Street, a farmhouse was built on the land
when Sarah and George Bovill settled in Balwyn in 1870. This, of course, is not to say that more than
one farmhouse can be built on a farm, although the Panel understands this was the case here.
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The Panel agrees with Ms Schmeder that it can be difficult to distinguish what may have originally
been farmhouses particularly when, following the subdivision of their farms, they may occupy smaller
lots in a suburban setting. The positioning of these houses on a new smaller lot can sometimes
provide clues of their farmhouse origins. For example, the original front façade of a farmhouse may
not face the street created by the subdivision, as is the case for the Sevenoaks farmhouse.
A copy of an advertisement in Gwen McWilliams’ publication of 2010, for land in the ‘Balwyn Estate’
provides evidence of the beginnings of the emerging suburb of Balwyn. The purchase of lots within
this ‘Estate’ by Sarah Bovill for her sons would have been an advantage because of their proximity to
their workplace. The Panel does not believe however that because they were built for, and originally
occupied by members of this family, that makes them farmhouses.
The Bovill houses occupied separate lots fronting a street and, in the case of 12 Power Street, its
connection to the farm was limited to a relatively short period.
In relation to reference to the three houses and dairy making up the family compound, this suggests
that the dairy building may have been near these houses. It was thought that a large building shown
on the 1929 MMBW Plan may have been the dairy, however this is pure speculation as there is no
evidence to confirm that this was the case.
While the house at 12 Power Street would have had a level of connection to the farm when, for a
relatively brief time, it was occupied by the family, it was not on the farm, but on a separate lot on a
new subdivision being marketed for business sites and private residences. The Panel agrees with Mr
Raworth that the house would be recognised for what it was; a timber dwelling on a corner lot in a
new subdivision. The Panel therefore does not believe Criterion A is satisfied.
[…]
Criteria B:
The Panel has determined that although the house at 12 Power Street could not be described as a
farmhouse, it does not mean that it cannot necessarily satisfy the test for rarity.
Turning to its possible rarity as a late Victorian cottage in the area, the Panel agrees with Mr Raworth
that it does not display unusual features, that are not widely replicated, to elevate its status to the
level required to support the application of an individual HO. There are other examples in the Balwyn
area, as identified in the Balwyn Study and included as comparative examples in the citation for 12
Power Street, that either have a similar ‘rating’ to 12 Power Street or, in the case of the pair of
Victorian dwellings at 17 and 19 King Street, Balwyn, a ‘Priority 1 rating’, making it a potential
candidate for an individual HO, pending further research.
The Panel has concluded that 12 Power Street does not satisfy the tests in demonstrating rarity
associated with a place, a phase of development of the area or special features not widely seen in
Victorian houses, and therefore concludes Criterion B, as a rare example of an aspect of the cultural
history of Balwyn, is not met.
[…]
Criteria D
The Panel accepts Mr Raworth’s evidence that the house at 12 Power Street, while of some local
interest, does not meet the criteria to support an individual HO.
As referred to in the Statement of Significance in relation to Criterion D, the Panel believes the house
at 12 Power street is simply a good example of a typical Italianate dwelling built in the late 1800s. Its
features are typical of that period, however this is not sufficient to elevate its significance to the level
required to support an individual HO being applied to the land.
The Panel concludes that the place does not meet Criterion D to justify the application of an individual
HO.
[…]
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Criteria H
The Panel accepts that, as farmers in the area, the Bovill family would have been known within their
local community. However, given the limited reference to them in local historical publications, the
Panel believes their importance in relation to the early history of Balwyn has possibly been overstated.
The Panel accepts they are listed as landowners in Balwyn but so are many others, including some
who are referred to as ”long-time local dairy farmers”.
The Panel believes that the most tangible remaining social connection to the Bovills in this area is
Weston Street, which is Sarah Bovill’s maiden name.
While the Bovill family’s involvement in specific historical events was mentioned by the local press,
the Panel does not believe this suggests the occupation of 12 Power Street, by two of the sons
engaged in the family business, is socially significant by association. Also, based on information in
the citation, at the time these articles were written the association with 12 Power Street had ended.
The same can be said in relation to the expansion of the dairy business, which was after the Bovills
had vacated 12 Power Street.
Based on the information in the citation for 12 Power Street, its social association with the Bovill
family was for a limited period. Henry Bovill occupied the house for eight years and then his brother
for around 10 years before it was leased to others, and then sold in 1917. The Panel does not believe
it can be said that a total of 18 years constitutes a particularly long association of the property with
the Bovill family.
The Panel also does not believe that 12 Power Street, at the corner of Power and John Streets, could
be said to be at “the heart of their extensive dairy farm”, when it was not part of the farm and was in
a nearby subdivision, typical of a subsequent suburban layout.
While the purchase of this land and occupation, for a time, of the house by two members of the Bovill
family may be of interest to the local community, the Panel does not believe this limited association
with the family is sufficient to support its protection by an individual HO.
The Panel therefore concludes that the place does not meet Criterion H to support its inclusion in an
individual HO.
Final Conclusions and recommendations
Based on the submissions and evidence provided to it, as discussed above, the Panel has concluded
that 12 Power Street does not meet the criteria to include it in an individual Heritage Overlay. The
Panel therefore recommends that: Amendment C283 Part 2 to the Boroondara Planning Scheme be
abandoned

Figure 35
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12 Power Street, Balwyn c.2018. A Panel determined that this property was of
no heritage significance and that applying an individual Heritage Overlay should
be abandoned.
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63.

It is apparent that 12 Power Street itself is relatively comparable to the subject building in terms of its
single storey weatherboard, verandahed Victorian character, and certainly more directly comparable to
the subject building than these other examples cited in the citation. As noted, the Panel appointed for
Amendment C263 Part 2 found that the house at 12 Power Street did not meet the threshold of local
significance and did not warrant application of the Heritage Overlay.

64.

As with 12 Power Street, the subject site is simply a good example of a typical Italianate dwelling built in
the late 1800s. Its features are typical of that period, however this is not sufficient to elevate its
significance to the level required to support an individual HO being applied to the land. Nor does the
subject site satisfy the criterion of rarity to the threshold of local significance, being no more than a
typical Victorian cottage that just happens to be one of few survivors within the Deepdene portion of
Boroondara, with the balance of the municipality having a relative wealth of such buildings.

65.

Having regard for all the above, it is my view that the dwelling at 28 Leonard Street, Deepdene is neither
of sufficient integrity nor sufficient historic value to warrant an individual Heritage control as part of
Amendment C318 to the Boroondara Planning Scheme.
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